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Abstract 
Higher education has been deeply affected by neoliberalism and corporatisation, 
with their emphasis on efficiency, competitiveness and valorisation of quantity 
over quality. This article argues that in the context of South African higher 
education, and in the Extended Curriculum Programme (ECP) more 
particularly, such commodification of education is problematic. The article 
explores what the Slow movement has to offer ECP in terms of scholarship. It 
seeks to answer the question: How might ECP be reconfigured using Slow 
imaginaries? Various academic disciplines and practices have incorporated 
Slow philosophy to develop alternative ways of doing academia; however, it 
has hitherto not been considered for programmes such as ECP. This article 
approaches Slow pedagogy for ECP using posthuman and feminist new 
materialist sensibilities that are predicated on a relational ontology. The article 
puts forward the following 10 propositions for a Slow scholarship in ECP using 
ideas from posthumanism and feminist new materialism: practice attentiveness 
through noticing, engage in responsible relations, diffract rather than reflect 
(thinking together affirmatively), render each other capable, enable collective 
responsiveness, explore creatively, making thoughts and feelings possible, enact 
curiosity, ask the right questions politely, foreground process rather than 
product, and create conditions for trust by wit(h)nessing. It is argued that by 
practising Slow scholarship with these propositions, ECPs might resist market-
driven imperatives that characterise contemporary academia. 

Keywords: Slow scholarship; posthumanism; feminist new materialism; relational 
ontology; propositions; extended curriculum programme 
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It is not for nothing that I have been a philologist, perhaps I am a philologist still, that is 
to say, a teacher of slow reading [my italics]:—in the end I also write slowly. … For 
philology is that venerable art which demands of its votaries one thing above all: to go 
aside, to take time, to become still, to become slow—it is a goldsmith’s art and 
connoisseurship of the word which has nothing but delicate, cautious work to do and 
achieves nothing if it does not achieve it lento. But precisely for this reason it is more 
necessary than ever today, by precisely this means does it entice and enchant us the 
most, in the midst of an age of “work”, that is to say, of hurry, of indecent and perspiring 
haste, which wants to “get everything done” at once, including every old or new book:—
this art does not so easily get anything done, it teaches to read well, that is to say, to read 
slowly, deeply, looking cautiously before and aft, with reservations, with doors left 
open, with delicate eyes and fingers. (Nietzsche [1881] 1982, 5) 

Introduction 
Higher education policy, practice, scholarship, research and teaching have all been 
deeply affected by neoliberalism and corporatisation, with their emphasis on efficiency, 
competitiveness and valorisation of quantity rather than quality (Braidotti 2013; Manley 
2021; Smith 2017). This article proposes that putting ideas from Slow scholarship, 
feminist new materialism and posthumanism into conversation with one another might 
provide the Extended Curriculum Programme (ECP) some ways out of such market-
oriented imperatives. The article explores what the Slow movement has to offer 
scholarship in higher education and brings in feminist new materialism and 
posthumanism, which includes theorists such as Karen Barad (2007, 2010, 2017a, 
2017b, 2017c), Rosi Braidotti (2013), Vinciane Despret (2013, 2016), Donna Haraway 
(1992, 2016), Erin Manning (2009, 2012, 2016, 2020, 2021), Brian Massumi (2015), 
Deborah Bird Rose (2013) and Anna Tsing (2010), as well as political ethics of care 
theorist Joan Tronto (1993, 2013, 2015), to develop propositions in order to enact a 
Slow scholarship for ECP. 

The Slow movement was started by the leftist journalist, Carlo Petrini (2013), as a 
protest against McDonalds opening a restaurant in Rome. A Slow Food Manifesto was 
then developed in 1989, and initially focused on sustainability and the enjoyment of 
biodiversity and local food, calling for a resistance to neoliberal markets by invoking an 
anti-corporate agenda, emphasising qualities such as discernment, depth, pleasure and 
generosity.  

The Slow Food movement resonated into other areas that also involved a refusal of 
neoliberalism, progress and the gross effects of corporatism, shifting to a focus on the 
quality of living. Slow scholarship has been proposed as engaging in alternative modes 
of doing academia and scholarship in reaction to the current modus operandi of 
managerialism, performance management and corporatisation of these spheres of life. 
This article puts Slow scholarship in conversation with posthumanism and feminist new 
materialism in order to develop propositions for doing ECPs differently. Feminist new 
materialism and posthumanism are predicated on a relational ontology, which holds that 
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people and entities come into being through relationships, rather than entities’ pre-
existing relationships. Feminist new materialism and posthumanism are based on ideas 
of process philosophers such as William James, Baruch Spinoza, and Alfred North 
Whitehead, which have been taken forward by philosophers and theorists such as 
Isabelle Stengers, Gilles Deleuze, Félix Guattari, Rosi Braidotti, Donna Haraway, Erin 
Manning and Brian Massumi. Process philosophy is concerned with relationality, 
creativity, and it sees the world as being in a state of constant change (Massumi 2015). 
The ideas of the quantum physics philosopher, Niels Bohr, which have informed the 
work of the queer quantum theorist, Karen Barad, and their agential realist framework, 
are also based on a relational ontology and have contributed significantly to feminist 
new materialism and posthumanism.  

Feminist new materialism and posthumanism question assumptions that entities such as 
humans or objects are bounded, discrete and stable. These approaches challenge human-
centred views of the world, the Humanist ideal of (western) Man (Braidotti 2019), as 
well as western, Cartesian assumptions of binary oppositions such as nature/culture, 
human/animal, mind/body, which are present in most social and political thought. The 
approaches foreground such qualities as relationality, attentiveness, responsiveness, 
response-ability, responsibility, curiosity, trust, and rendering one another capable. The 
article suggests 10 propositions using these qualities for reconfiguring and doing Slow 
scholarship in the ECP during coronatime.  

Extended Curriculum Programmes (ECPs) were started in the early 2000s through 
funding by the Department of Higher Education and Training (DHET) to higher 
education institutions, in order to facilitate access to higher education for students who 
had traditionally been denied such access. These programmes are currently offered in 
22 of the 26 higher education institutions in South Africa (CHE [Council on Higher 
Education] 2020). Universities had to submit proposals to access the funding and had 
to comply with criteria that incorporated 60 to 120 additional SAQA (South African 
Qualifications Authority) credits in tuition into accredited programmes, extending 
accredited programmes over a year or two years. The idea was that these programmes 
would augment what was already going on in degrees or accredited programmes rather 
than presenting stand-alone courses unrelated to programmes or disciplines. The 
academic departments, schools or faculties are responsible for the design of the 
curriculum, its assessment and quality assurance. However, in reality, in many 
institutions, there is still a separation between staff who teach on ECPs and mainstream 
lecturers. ECP lecturers are also still on contract posts in some higher education 
institutions, although the Council on Higher Education has made it clear that funding is 
assured and has encouraged institutions to make such posts permanent (CHE 2020).  

In another special issue on theoretical approaches to ECPs in the journal Alternation, 
Garraway and Bozalek (2019) point out that much of the work on ECPs tends to be 
descriptive and there is a lack of theoretically informed scholarship regarding ECPs. 
This article is intended to contribute to this paucity in the literature by considering how 
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ECPs might be reconfigured using propositions derived from posthumanism and 
feminist new materialism as a contribution towards a Slow scholarship. As has been 
noted elsewhere (see Leibowitz and Bozalek 2015), it is important for Foundational 
provision or ECPs to be able to embrace differences such as neurodiversity and second 
language speakers, and to provide conducive teaching and learning opportunities for all. 
ECPs need to remain vigilant that their curricula and programmes are not framed by 
neurotypicality1 (usually based on white, middle-class, male learning propensities with 
the assumption that all learning happens in a particular linear and rational way) and its 
related Eurocentric sensibilities and discourses, which are pervasive in the academy, 
and accepted as normal and given. Neurotypicality assumes that individualism is the 
backbone of academia, and that any need for assistance or facilitation is abnormal and 
should be relegated to special needs programmes, such as ECPs. Neurotypicality 
generally encourages accommodating difference rather than seeing difference as 
affirmative and essential to learning, in that it assumes that there is only one way of 
knowing, instead of believing that everyone can benefit from more responsive and 
attuned pedagogies.  

What needs to be taken into account additionally is the current context in which higher 
education and the world in general finds itself—in the midst of the coronavirus 
epidemic. Since March 2020, the coronavirus has had a substantial impact on human 
existence, as well as all forms of education, including higher education. The virus is 
known to be far more virulent and deadly in communities of poor, black and indigenous 
people (Goldin 2021; Zaretsky 2020). Many people have lost their employment and do 
not have access to food and shelter during lockdown because of the pandemic (Mark 
2020; Roy 2020). The pandemic has also had major implications for how higher 
education institutions conduct their core functions. As most universities were shut down 
physically, teaching had to be rearranged and moved to online platforms, and academics 
and students had to learn new ways of communicating with one another. Students who 
did not have the means to gain access to computers and the internet were disadvantaged 
by this process—especially those living in rural areas and townships in South Africa 
(Hlatshwayo, Khumalo, and Ndzimande 2021). Due to the loss of fees from foreign 
students, many Australian universities cut back on contract staff and many lost their 
jobs (Phelan and Lumb 2021). The higher education sector is still reeling from the 
effects of Covid-19. The virus has alerted us to the erroneous Eurocentric notions of 
human individualism, where disembodied, rational, unencumbered and autonomous 
humans are the centre of the world, but separate from it. Viruses and humans are 
inextricably entangled (Bozalek and Pease 2021), and humans are only one of the 
species in a multispecies and interconnected, relational world, where we are bound 
together with one another (Mbembe 2020). These humans are no longer in charge of 
what happens in the world and Stacy Alaimo’s (2018) notion of “trans-corporeality” is 
a useful one for understanding a relational world in which the coronavirus is spreading. 
                                                      
1  As Manning (2021) notes, “[n]eurotypicality is not something someone is. It’s a systemic baseline 

according to which modes of self-presentation and modes of knowing are policed”. Accommodation 
always carries the presupposition that other ways do not exist. 
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By trans-corporeality she means that “all creatures, as embodied beings, are intermeshed 
with the dynamic, material world, which crosses through them, transforms them, and is 
transformed by them” (Alaimo 2018, 435). The coronavirus, in its ability to traverse all 
borders, has made it plain that all species are relational and porous beings.  

Slow Scholarship 
Slow scholarship foregrounds values such as discernment, attentiveness, attunement, 
quality, depth, openness, curiosity, experimentation, pleasure, conviviality, affirmation, 
generosity, collectivity, process rather than product, and immanence. These values 
provide alternatives to the pressures and competition underlying a capitalist logic (sohn, 
Jang, and Jung 2015) and suggest ways in which the scholarship in ECPs can be 
differently enacted. 

To date, a number of academic practices and disciplines have implemented and 
benefited from Slow scholarship. The following disciplines have been documented as 
enacting Slow practices: Slow archaeology (Cunningham and MacEachern 2016), Slow 
art (Cutcher and Irwin 2017; Lindner and Meissner 2015), Slow geography (Carr and 
Gibson 2017; Keighren 2017; Lane 2017), Slow journalism (Le Masurier 2019), Slow 
information science (Poirier and Robinson 2014), Slow medical education (Wear et al. 
2015), Slow nursing (Bachmann 2011), Slow philosophy (Boulous Walker 2016), Slow 
science (Stengers 2018), Slow social work (Wahab, Mehrotra, and Myers 2021) and 
Slow sociology (Garey, Hertz, and Nelson 2014). In terms of academic practices, the 
following have been reported in the literature: Slow pedagogy and research (Berg and 
Seeber 2016; Martell 2014; Meyerhoff and Noterman 2019; O’Neill 2014; Treanor 
2008), Slow critique (Badley 2020), Slow ethnography (Grandia 2015), Slow pedagogy 
(Collett et al. 2018; Payne and Wattchow 2009), Slow reading (Barad 2017c; Miedema 
2008; Salvo 2018), Slow scholarship (Bozalek 2017; Harland et al. 2014; Hartman and 
Darab 2012; Leibowitz and Bozalek 2018; Meyerhoff and Noterman 2019; Mountz et 
al. 2015), and Slow writing (Ulmer 2017).   

How Can Slow Scholarship Help the Extended Curriculum Programme? 
Slow scholarship allows us to rethink time and space, which the Covid-19 pandemic has 
also forced those in higher education and beyond to do. Particularly now that higher 
education is mainly offered online in Covid conditions, we need to think about how to 
inhabit space and time in a meaningful way in ECPs. Slow scholarship does not 
necessarily mean operating at a more leisurely pace or doing substantially less, but 
engaging in educationally worthwhile activities, which are enriching and complex2 
(Craig 2019; Parkins and Craig 2006; Treanor 2008). More particularly, ECPs need to 
mitigate against encouraging competitiveness among students and also staff. It is 

                                                      
2  Although this may seem to contradict the initial quote by Nietzsche, where he does recommend a more 

leisurely pace, for him Slow is also about doing things deeply and well, “with delicate eyes and fingers” 
(Nietzsche 1982, 5). 

http://paperpile.com/b/APYit7/hXaM
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important to acknowledge that higher education has been and continues to be profoundly 
affected by market-oriented capitalism with its logics of competitiveness, efficiency, 
quantity and throughput numbers, rather than a concern for accommodating gender, 
class, “race”, neurodiversity and developing quality pedagogical ECPs. These logics 
generally inform higher education policies and practices, which fund throughput, and 
disqualify students who take longer to complete, encouraging academics to push 
students through instead of thoughtful and deep engagements with scholarship. ECPs 
can provide alternative ways of being in higher education that others can follow. 

In this article, I put Slow scholarship in conversation with posthumanism and feminist 
new materialism, which are predicated upon a relational ontology, holding that people 
or entities do not pre-exist relationships, but come into being through relationships. The 
combination of Slow scholarship and posthumanism would mean that relationality is a 
central way in which Slow scholarship is enacted in ECPs. Furthermore, it would trouble 
the notion of the rational, autonomous, unencumbered, white, western, middle-class, 
male student or staff member as the normative subject and embrace difference as 
affirmative. Posthuman and feminist new materialists such as Karen Barad (2007, 2010, 
2017a, 2017b, 2017c), Rosi Braidotti (2013, 2019), Vinciane Despret (2016), Donna 
Haraway (2016), Erin Manning (2009, 2012, 2016, 2020) and Brian Massumi (2015) 
take forward such ideas as attentiveness, attunement, response-ability, responsibility, 
curiosity, trust and rendering one another capable, which are useful for considering how 
to do pedagogies and scholarship differently in ECPs. The second part of this article 
works with 10 propositions for conducting Slow scholarship in ECPs that directly 
pertain to the ideas of these feminist posthumanists and new materialists. In the next 
section, I first elaborate on what is meant by propositions and then discuss each one of 
the 10. Slow reading and writing are used as examples of academic practices in ECP to 
illustrate how the propositions would work. 

Propositions 
Propositions are speculative ideas that help think about possibilities of how Slow 
scholarship might contribute to changing or reconfiguring the way ECPs are currently 
being conducted.  

Propositions have been developed by philosophers such as Erin Manning and Brian 
Massumi following the work of Alfred North Whitehead (1978). According to 
Whitehead, propositions are different from rules; rather, they are “theories in the 
making” and are developed from experiences in which there is a “flash of novelty” that 
comes into being through appetition or desire (Manning 2009, 226). Propositions can 
be referred to as inflections or forces that influence what may come to be expressed in 
the process and how an incipient situation becomes open to be changed, intensifying or 
inhibiting it (Manning 2012). It is never outside the occasion or the event, but 
developed within it. In these propositions, it is important to bear in mind that they do 
not assume a volitional and intentional human agent; rather, it is in events and 
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relationships, and more particularly in the in-between or interstices of what happens, 
that potentials come into being. 

Propositions also do not make normative claims or judgements, and are not necessarily 
true; they move something, such as Slow scholarship, into action (Manning 2012). 
Propositions do not produce concrete solutions; instead they offer suggestions for what 
Erin Manning (2009, 226–27) refers to as “enabling constraints” for “thinking-in-
action”. As Stephanie Springgay and Sarah Truman (2018, 259) explain, “[p]ropositions 
do not give information as to how they function in concrete instances but gesture to how 
they could potentialize”. Propositions can be thought of as worldings—“a serial 
iteration of the world’s complexing and re-complexing, of its own relational potential” 
(Manning and Massumi 2020, 8). 

To summarise, propositions look at what a Slow scholarship could be and ask the 
speculative questions: What is the new or the change that a Slow form of enquiry or 
scholarship, in conversation with feminist posthumanism and new materialism, could 
bring to its enactment in ECPs? What are interesting alternative potentialities that a 
Slow scholarship could activate, make possible and move students and teachers of ECP 
to doing things differently? In what follows, I outline 10 propositions or enabling 
constraints that Slow scholarship might have to offer ECPs.  

1. Practice Attentiveness through Noticing 

Attentiveness and noticing are important practices for a Slow scholarship in ECPs. 
These practices make it possible for things to percolate, and instil patience in waiting 
for things to emerge.  

In order to be attentive, one needs to put aside presuppositions and one’s own 
preoccupations and be present in the immediacy and intensities of the moment, to the 
myriad of ways of affecting and being affected. It also involves paying attention to other 
ways of being/becoming that include the human, non-human and more-than-human 
(Bussolini 2013). For example, Slow scholarship requires in-depth engagement with 
computers, books, online platforms, journals, theories, and disciplines through which 
students and teachers/scholars “make-with—become-with” in sympoeisis (Haraway 
2016, 102). 

Noticing requires finely attuned and active listening with an open attentiveness and also 
with discernment (Tsing 2010), so that one can establish what is important or not in 
scholarship—this sometimes takes some time and requires an immersion into a 
theoretical domain or field of enquiry. 

Attentiveness and noticing involve the awakening of all our senses, activating “the 
sensibility of all our embodied faculties” (Lenz Taguchi 2012, 272). Slow reading 
requires using all one’s faculties and opening oneself to the details of a text, deepening 
one’s relationship to it, rather than immediately assuming a critical attitude to it 
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(Miedema 2008). This is similar to Erin Manning’s (2016) explanation of close reading 
in philosophy and Karen Barad’s (2007) diffractive reading, which is explained in more 
detail in the third proposition below. A close or diffractive reading requires care-full 
attentiveness to a text, which is studied and stayed with, to do justice to the ideas that 
the author is trying to convey. This would mean for ECP that “less is more”—that 
instead of prescribing large amounts of texts that the students engage with superficially, 
peripherally or not at all, a few texts should be engaged with in-depth and justice should 
be done to the ideas in those texts through close and attentive readings. 

2. Engage in Responsible Relations 

Intra-acting responsibly means taking into account the entanglements of the world.  
Intra-action is a neologism from Barad (2007), which indicates that entities do not pre-
exist relationships as is assumed in interaction, where they come together and are then 
combined. Instead, they come into being through relationships. Thus humans, non-
human and more-than-human entities come into being through one another, in 
asymmetrical relationships (Haraway 2016). This asymmetry needs to be borne in mind 
in Slow scholarship, where there are ever-changing power differentials across 
positionalities and the human and non-human. For example, the social and natural 
sciences in ECPs occupy differential status positions in the academy, and both students 
and lecturers are differently valued in these fields.  

Responsibility, as Barad (2007) reminds us, is not ours alone but happens in our 
entanglements with the world. It is also not something that is volitional or intentional, 
but might include actions that traverse space and time, that are non-contemporaneous 
and that precede us through inheritance. This is a very important consideration when 
decolonising the curriculum in ECP is considered. Where the curriculum comes from 
and is located matters a great deal, as well as whom it is set up for. Generally, the 
assumption is that the normative subject, whether lecturer or student, is a neurotypical, 
white, western, middle-class male, who has, through access to various privileges, been 
able to enter higher education. For ECPs in particular, it is important to be vigilant about 
operating from these usually hidden assumptions. Responsibility acknowledges past and 
present damages that have been perpetuated against those who have been 
marginalised—whether these are knowledges, people, disciplines—and refuses non-
innocence. Responsibility means that we are all implicated and cannot extricate 
ourselves from what has been done in the past and present. 

Responsibility or accountability in terms of Slow scholarship is never finished and is an 
ongoing process of checking with all involved that the activities and curriculum are 
working to potentialise rather than shut down abilities. Responsibility is also never 
confined to dualistic relationships of student/teacher; rather, it is present in 
multidirectional relationships in which we are entangled, including human and more-
than-human others. As Barad (2007, 393) puts it: “Ethics is therefore not about right 
response to a radically exterior/ized other, but about responsibility and accountability 
for the lively relationalities of becoming of which we are a part.” From this perspective, 
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then, responsibility is never ours alone, but is part of non-contemporaneous past, present 
and future relationships. 

In the current Covid times, we need to find new ways of engaging with one another and 
with teaching materials, and of inhabiting space and time differently in the move 
towards online learning, while thinking about how Slow scholarship can benefit us in 
helping learning flourish (Despret and Meuret 2016).  

With regard to response-ability or the ability to respond, Deborah Bird Rose (2013, 9) 
notes that her Slow writing “is not driven in the first instance, by academic issues. It is 
not driven at all. It is called forth and [her] commitment is to keep faith with life by 
responding as best [she] can”. This alerts us to the fact that Slow scholarship in ECPs 
needs to transcend the traditional academic curriculum and needs to be responsive to 
larger societal and ecological issues.  

3. Diffract Rather Than Reflect—Thinking Together Affirmatively 

Diffraction is suggested by Haraway as an alternative optical metaphor to reflection and 
reflexivity, as she critiques reflexivity and reflection as mirroring and producing the 
same elsewhere. Haraway (1992) initially defined diffraction as “a mapping of 
interference, not of replication, reflection, or reproduction. A diffraction pattern does 
not map where differences appear, but rather maps where the effects of difference 
appear” (1992, 300). 

Diffraction was taken further by Barad (2007) through her interest in quantum physics, 
which views diffraction as a physical phenomenon that is part of wave behaviour—
whether they are light, water, or sound waves. Diffraction refers to when waves 
“combine when they overlap and the apparent bending and spreading out of waves when 
they encounter an obstruction” (Barad 2007, 28). In combining, waves can either be 
amplified or neutralised by being superimposed upon one another. Barad uses this 
physical process of diffraction as a methodology that engages affirmatively with 
difference. 

In a diffractive methodology, the details of one theory, text, oeuvre or philosophical 
position are read through another or others in order to come to more creative insights. 
It is different from comparing and contrasting this or that, and rather presents a way of 
“thinking insights together” (Juelskaer, Plauborg, and Adrian 2021, 123). Diffraction is 
different from critique, which Barad sees as a potentially epistemologically damaging 
process of distancing, othering and putting another theoretical or philosophical position 
down (Barad 2007; Juelskjær and Schwennesen 2012). Slow or immanent critique is 
similar to a diffractive reading in that it involves an affirmative enquiry of radical 
openness, choosing to appreciate and foster rather than debunk, and it also suspends 
judgement (Badley 2020; Manning 2021; Massumi 2015) 

http://pure.au.dk/portal/en/persons/malou-juelskjaer(92bf0acf-0f93-4683-a7fe-f97bb68f6a11).html
http://paperpile.com/b/wkf26a/HIEO
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Diffractive reading involves a detailed, attentive, care-full reading of one theory, 
approach, or text through another without foregrounding or backgrounding either, 
putting them into conversation with each other. In the ECPs it is important for lecturers 
and students to do diffractive readings together in order to come to new insights into 
things. It is also possible for diffractive readings to lead to inventive and generative 
transdisciplinary provocations. ECP lecturers might want to read texts aloud with 
students, so that all pay attention to the details of the text and also to role model how 
texts may be read through each other, in order to come to new insights. 

4. Render Each Other Capable 

The diffractive methodologies in the section above of lecturer and student reading texts 
together in the face-to-face or online classroom is an example of rendering each other 
capable, which is based on the premise that we are co-constituted through each other. 
Rendering each other capable is a process of enhancing the capacity or competence of 
all involved—the ECP scholars who are teachers, students and researchers.  Here the 
binaries of teacher/taught, researcher/participant, lecturer/student in ECPs become 
redundant as it is possible for researchers to be participants and vice versa, for teachers 
to learn and students to teach. In other words, it is not a one-way relationship where 
ECP teachers/researchers render students/participants capable, but where we come into 
being through a multiplicity of forces and these very categories are queried through their 
entanglement with each other. Vinciane Despret (2013, 2016) has written many texts 
about how rendering each other capable works both between humans and non-human 
animals (see also Despret and Meuret 2016). Donna Haraway notes how Despret creates 
this same effect in her own writings about rendering each other capable: 

Despret’s kind of thinking enlarges, even invents, the competencies of all the players, 
including herself, such that the domain of ways of being and knowing dilates, expands, 
adds both ontological and epistemological possibilities, proposes and enacts what was 
not there before. That is her worlding practice. (Haraway 2016, 126–27) 

5. Enable Collective Responsiveness 

Enabling collective responsiveness or the collective ability to respond is essential for 
scholarship in ECP to flourish, and to be open to the variation that comes with multiple 
views and thoughts. This would mean being sensitive to diverse ways of being and 
becoming in higher education to continue learning and gaining from research 
relationships. It also includes encounters with reading and writing where we do not 
know before how and where this will lead thought, but only in retrospect. Manning 
(2016, ix) alerts us as to how writing and thinking are out of sync with themselves; we 
only know what is coming into thought afterwards or when it has begun to “make its 
way into the world” (2016, ix). She puts forward the idea that thinking “thickens in its 
encounter with futurity that orients it” (2016, ix). This comes about “in a gesture of 
encounter” (2016, ix) that is beyond what the reader or writer can think. We can see 
here that both time and space are constructed and reconstructed through our thinking 
with ideas of encounters in the past, present and for the future as well as here and there, 
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and this is a way of thinking-with others and opening thought to new and unexpected 
paths. Part of the commitment to collective responsiveness is the acknowledgement of 
the debts we owe to others for our flourishing. We are not able to enact scholarship in 
our personal capacity; we are reliant on those who have preceded us, on local and 
international texts and theories, and on those who make it possible for us to engage in 
scholarship by providing for our multiple needs to flourish in various ways. Not to 
acknowledge this would be to fall into what Joan Tronto (1993, 2013, 2015) would refer 
to as privileged irresponsibility—willful ignorance about how some benefit from the 
suffering of others and how the services of another contribute to one’s ability to do 
things and maintain positions of privilege.  

It is also necessary to understand how in ECPs collaborative co-participants might work 
across multiplicities towards the sustenance of community in contributing to and 
benefitting from Slow scholarship. As previously mentioned, it has also become 
important to pay attention to possibilities for living and dying well together in the time 
of the coronavirus (Haraway 2016). For example, it is distressing for loved ones not to 
be with one another when they are ill, dying or have passed away due to the highly 
infectious nature of the virus. Deborah Bird Rose’s injunction to live in “the present 
temporalities, localities, and relationalities of our actual lives”, moving towards 
“connection rather than fragmentation” and “ethical mutualities rather than self-interest 
alone” (Rose 2013, 6), contributes towards thinking of Slow scholarship in ways that 
enable collective responsive and response-able knowledge production. 

6. Explore Creatively—Making Thoughts and Feelings Possible 

Making and facilitating encounters for reading, making, writing, imagining, thinking, 
feeling and practising in inventive ways, creating new habits, would be part of doing 
Slow scholarship in ECP. There are some examples in a special issue on theorising ECPs 
that give some ideas of how this could be done (see for example Carstens 2019; Hunma 
et al. 2019; Romano 2019).  

Exploring creatively to potentiate thoughts and feelings comes into being through Slow 
practices—reading, writing, researching and artwork. As Barad (2017c, 69) makes 
clear:  

Slow reading—an arresting of thinking, at least a slowing down, moving slowly through 
words and sentences carefully crafted, a practice of opening up the possibilities of 
important insights flashing up—is an anticapitalist praxis. Not picking up a work and 
dismissing it or slamming it before it is given its due, before it is even understood and 
moving on to the next trendy theory. Critique is an indispensable practice, but there is 
nothing inherent in critique that makes it anticapitalist; critique too can be a handmaiden 
of capitalism, engaging in and enabling a continuing logic of disposability and training 
the mind to operate in the mode of progress, always looking to the next exciting ideas, 
turning aside the old in favour of the new. The possibilities for countering the economy 
of disposability include composting ideas, turning them over, reading against the grain, 
reading through, aerating the encrusted soil to stimulate new growth.  
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This Slow reading requires an ability to put one’s own prejudices and thoughts aside in 
order to do justice to the fine details of the text. These creative and affirmative 
approaches help develop alternative academic practices in ECPs, re-turning 
(composting and turning over and over) rather than teaching students to compare and 
contrast, which assumes an individualist logic that is implicit in colonised modes of 
thinking (Juelskaer, Plauborg, and Adrian 2021).  

Slow scholarship is not only about challenges to capitalist and imperialist thinking. As 
Isabelle Stengers in an interview with Mary Zournazi reminds us, it is also about “giving 
a chance to the event, to the encounters which have you feeling and thinking” (Zournazi 
2002, 252). This would involve an attunement to what makes it possible to do things 
otherwise and to find pleasure and enjoyment in the work that one is doing with students, 
and for academics and students also to take pleasure in their work. Slow scholarship in 
ECPs has the potential to create new concepts that make us think and feel in new and 
different ways, opening us to new modes of expression, transforming us, instead of 
working from tired and habitual knowledges devoid of meaning (Manning 2016, 2021). 

7. Enact Curiosity 

In terms of Slow scholarship in the ECP, cultivating curiosity as a practice means that 
all are changed in the process of encounters in unanticipated ways, becoming-with each 
other. The non-human (books, theories, physical and virtual spaces) and the human 
(lecturers, participants, and students) affect and are affected through their 
entanglements. 

Cultivating curiosity means letting one’s imagination go for a walk or training it to go 
visiting (Arendt cited in Haraway 2016, 127) and requires an openness towards the 
potentials in new situations, concepts and knowledge. In ECPs this would mean being 
discerning and vigilant with regard to situations that are maximally conducive to 
learning in unexpected and vitalising ways. It means that lecturers need to continue to 
be curious and interested about their field of knowledge, about their students and their 
research practices, and not assume that one knows and does not have to pay continual 
attention to changing circumstances. In coronatime, it means not presupposing that one 
knows the best ways of intra-acting with others and being open to learning new ways of 
doing teaching and research. This is something that Vinciane Despret, according to 
Haraway (2016), achieves with her whole being—both ontologically and 
epistemologically, rather than just with her imagination. This is because Despret finds 
others interesting and goes about her research not presupposing that she knows about 
others, instead making way for the possibility to be surprised and intrigued through 
unanticipated encounters.  

8. Ask the Right Questions Politely 

This proposition follows on from the previous one, which suggests that one needs to be 
curious and interested in the other in order to ask the right questions. It also requires a 
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change of perception in the researcher/teacher as the only experts in ECP. For lecturers 
and researchers, it means that they need to work closely with students and research 
participants to understand their worlds in order to ask pertinent questions that would 
interest them. There would also then be a recognition of the willingness of students and 
research participants to engage with those who are asking questions of them, not the 
assumption that they are obliged to be responsive to questions. Despret (2016) 
emphasises the importance of researchers (and we might add ECP teachers) themselves 
inhabiting politeness or courtesy and showing an interest and a curiosity in what matters 
to the other, finding an interest in the other, and not assuming one knows this in advance 
from the authority of the discipline. 

Asking polite questions also involves being open to the multiplicity of ways of knowing 
the world, including a transdisciplinary view. We learn a lot from straying out of the 
boundaries of the falsely bordered disciplinary areas set up in higher education 
(Juelskaer, Plauborg, and Adrian 2021).  

Asking polite questions in ECP is another way of putting it to ECP lecturers and scholars 
that they need to let students and those who are being researched shape what matters to 
them in scholarly endeavours.  

9. Foreground Process Rather than Product 

Process philosophy, which informs feminist new materialism and posthumanism, tends 
to foreground process in favour of the product. This means that the process of doing 
research, reading, writing, and making more generally is where learning is enacted 
rather than in the product that may be the examination or other assessment tasks. It is in 
the doing that learning is happening. Moreover, collective experimentation, which 
occurs in teaching and research encounters in ECPs, cannot be anticipated or predicted 
prior to an event happening, only looked back on in retrospect. This means that learning 
is immanent in that it is happening in the event rather than outside of it. In her book on 
Slow science, Isabelle Stengers (2018) proposes that enquiry be repositioned as a 
process of un/learning and connection. For her, slowing down “means becoming 
capable of learning again, becoming acquainted with things again, reweaving the 
bounds of interdependency” (Stengers 2018, 81–82). 

Attending to Slow principles and emphasising process in scholarship also involves 
“dwelling with, waiting or sitting/staying, steeping ourselves in things by re/turning, 
re/visiting, re/engaging, re/reading, re/writing and contemplating them anew” 
(Leibowitz and Bozalek 2018, 984). These ideas are reinforced in Barad’s work, where 
she suggests “possibilities for countering an economy of disposability include 
composting ideas, turning them over, reading against the grain, reading through, 
aerating the encrusted soil to stimulate new growth” (Barad 2017b, 165). 
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These practices referred to above would also mitigate against stuffing the ECP 
curriculum with a lot of content or large amounts of text as it would become impossible 
to inhabit sensibilities required for processual learning under such conditions.  

10. Create Conditions for Trust by Wit(h)nessing 

In the process of becoming-with others or in relation to others, and staying with others 
for extended periods of time, we create trust, learning to hold possibilities open and 
discovering what we might become capable of together (Despret and Meuret 2016; 
Tronto 2015). According to Joan Tronto (2015), trust refers to the duration of care. In 
times of the Covid-19 pandemic, with students and research participants, this would 
require what Haraway (2016) has referred to as learning how to “stay with the trouble” 
(2016, 2). We are living through challenging times, where different geopolitical spaces 
and groups of people are differentially affected by the virus, depending on their access 
to resources, including but not limited to food and caring facilities. 

In this context, caring through and across time and space is where the ethical dimensions 
of trust and solidarity are made possible through the establishment of reiterative patterns 
of care in the ECP classroom and curriculum. Online spaces such as WhatsApp groups 
and platforms such as Zoom, as well as asynchronous modes of communication, make 
it possible to give and receive care in consistent ways so needed at this particular point 
in our history. Trust assumes an attunement with the other and a willingness to be 
vulnerable, with the expectation of performing actions on a continuing basis, which is 
important for flourishing to happen. 

Conclusion 
By engaging in propositions for a Slow scholarship informed by feminist new 
materialist and posthuman theorists and philosophers, ECPs can resist market-driven 
imperatives of efficiency, expediency and pressurised time frames that characterise 
contemporary academia. These neoliberal tendencies, which foreground throughput 
rather than quality education, have the effect of diminishing the academic experience 
for both students and lecturers, resulting in quick fixes and superficial engagement with 
ideas and theories. The speculative propositions for Slow scholarship that have been 
elaborated on in this article provide possibilities for doing ECPs differently. I hope the 
propositions, in providing alternative fertile courses for doing ECPs differently, have 
provoked otherwise thinking—thoughts previously unthinkable—to what exceeds the 
normative curriculum, pedagogy and scholarship. I also hope that this article has 
sparked the seeds of potential interest of some policymakers, teachers or students who 
might be open enough to take them up and put them to work in various ways in their 
practice. The current complexifying conditions of the coronavirus might provide the 
impetus to enliven relational potentials for more experimental and Slow scholarship. In 
this way, ECPs can take the lead and play a role in cultivating an emergence of new, 
affirming ways of reorienting to Slow scholarship and to reconfiguring academia 
differently. 
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